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ABSTRACT

A non-invasive method which can be employed for elemental analysis is the Prompt-Gamma Neutron
Activation Analysis. The aim is to estimate the mass fractions of the different constituent elements
present in the unknown sample basing its estimations on the energies of all the photopeaks in their spectra.
Two difficulties arise in this approach: the constituents are unknown, and the composed spectrum of the
unknown sample is a nonlinear combination of the spectra of its constituents (which are called libraries).
An iterative method that has become popular is the Monte Carlo Library Least Squares. One limitation
with this method is that the amount of noise present in the spectra is not negligible, and the magnitude
differences in the photon counting produce a bad conditioning in the covariance matrix employed by
the least squares method, affecting the numerical stability of the method. A method for minimizing the
numerical instability provoked by noisy spectra is proposed. Corresponding parts of different spectra are
selected as to minimize the condition number of the resulting covariance matrix. This idea is supported
by the assumption that the unknown spectrum is a linear combination of its constituent’s spectra, and
the fact that the amount of constituents is so small (typically five of them). The selection of spectrum
parts is done through Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures, where the cost function is the
condition number that derives from the covariance matrix produced out of the selected parts. A QR
factorization is also applied to the final covariance matrix to reduce further its condition number, and
transferring part of its bad conditioning to the basis conversion matrix.

1. INTRODUCTION

Unfolding of gamma-ray spectra is a very frequently encountered aspect of the research
and development activities with focus on inverse radiation analyzers that have found ap-
plications within a variety of fields such as medicine, industry as well as homeland security



([6], [8], [4] and [14]). Recently, our research group has been involved in investigating the
applicability of inverse radiation analyzers based on prompt gamma-ray neutron activation
analysis (PGNAA) for subsea fluid characterization ([10] and [12]). The use of PGNAA
for compositional analysis of bulk samples represents an inverse problem in the sense
that the chemical and/or physical properties of the sample of interest would have to be
determined based on the gamma-ray spectrum recorded by an appropriate spectrometer
whereas there is need for robust spectrum unfolding methods for the quantitative anal-
ysis. There exist different methods through which the inverse problem at hand could be
attacked. In this case, the inverse PGNAA analysis is carried out by utilizing the Monte
Carlo Library Least-Squares (MCLLS) approach which consists of assuming a composition
for the unknown object being investigated and generating library spectra using accurate
forward Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Thereafter, a linearity assumption is made in
the sense that the total unknown spectrum is assumed to be some linear combination of
the MC generated library spectra. The amount of each pertinent library is then calcu-
lated in a linear least-squares sense whereby a set of linear equations need to be solved
simultaneously. A more detailed description of the MCLLS approach is given elsewhere
[12]. The application of the MCLLS approach for quantitative analysis of prompt gamma-
ray spectra has previously been shown to be more sensitive than the more conventional
single peak analysis where only the photopeaks in the acquired spectra are used for the
subsequent qualitative and quantitative analysis [5].

In addition to being more sensitive and robust than the single peak analysis, the MCLLS
approach has the following advantages:

1. Unresolved peaks are treated automatically;

2. The spectral information contained in the entire spectrum is utilized, i.e. both the
photopeaks and their Compton continua;

3. Residuals may reveal whether or not there are missing libraries in the analysis;

It has been shown that an important challenge in the proper implementation of the
MCLLS approach is in that the method represents an inverse problem and that the
linear system to be solved will often suffer from being “ill-conditioned”, exhibiting a
high degree of sensitivity to small perturbations in the measurement data, thus leading to
numerically unstable solutions to the least-squares problem. The ill-conditioning in the
MCLLS approach may come about as a results of the following:

• A library spectrum is similar in shape to any of the other libraries or to linear
combinations of these libraries, i.e. strong degree of linear correlation between any
two or more libraries;

• Negligible contribution from a library spectrum to the total prompt gamma-ray
spectrum, i.e. counts in one library being of the order of, or less than, the standard
deviation in the counts of the total prompt gamma-ray spectrum.
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Point 1 may in many cases be directly related to the poor energy resolution of scintilla-
tion detectors that are frequently employed in field applications whereas point 2 cannot be
avoided whenever trace amounts of a certain element or elements with low neutron cap-
ture cross-section are found in the sample of interest, such as oxygen in aqueous samples.
In light of the above mentioned factors, it can be considered to be of crucial importance
to treat such ill-conditioned cases in the MCLLS approach for the method to be applica-
ble to analyses of bulk samples. Recently, two different approaches were proposed for the
treatment of such ill-conditioned cases in the MCLLS approach with emphasis on analysis
of multiphase oil/gas/saltwater samples. One of these is based on an iterative method
where library combinations that yield the lowest condition number of the covariance ma-
trix at each iteration is accepted as a solution until all libraries are stripped away and
their respective amounts determined [12]. The second method is based on introducing a
densitometer set-up using a Cs-137 radioisotope with appropriate intensity in addition to
the neutron source whereas the Cs-137 densitometer is used to determine mixture den-
sity and through that, the amounts of oil and gas in a multiphase mixture [13]. Results
have shown that both methods successfully suppressed the ill-conditioning in the MCLLS
approach, leading to improved sensitivities. On the other hand, the same sensitivity
analyses have also revealed that there is room for improvement with respect to further
reduction in the ill-conditioning of the MCLLS approach, ensuring improved sensitivity of
the method for inverse radiation analysis. In this paper, an approach based on optimizing
the partitioning of the library spectra is presented. This approach takes advantage of the
fact that the dimension of the libraries vector space is much lower than the size of their
spectra, allowing a selection of the appropriate sets of channels while keeping the linear
independence of the working compounds. In the remainder of the paper, the method is
described in detail and applied to the problem of multiphase flow measurements by PG-
NAA where the required libraries are generated through Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
The results indicate that this new approach may further suppress the ill-conditioning of
the inverse problem and thus, lead to improved sensitivities.

2. MCLLS WITH NOISE REDUCTION

As mentioned earlier, the present method aims at further reducing the ill-conditioning of
the covariance matrix, taking as a starting point the work by meric et al [9]. In this work,
an interative procedure is used based upon isolating a given constituent of spectrum from
all the others, therefore attacking one of the main reasons for the ill-conditioning:

• Obtain or otherwise assume an initial composition of the sample of interest;

• Perform MC simulations to obtain the relevant library spectra;

• Execute a LLS search. The fitting coefficients will, upon normalization, return the
amounts of pertinent elements in the sample;

• In case the LLS calculated amounts are so far apart from the initial estimate of
the sample composition that the linearity assumption cannot be made, go back to
step 2 and re-iterate MC simulations using the LLS calculated amounts as the new
sample composition.
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Since the compounds present linearly independent spectra, and the dimension of vetor
space of constituents is small if compared to their domains (channels), the present work
takes advantage of this by partitioning their domains, making sure they remain linearly
independent, in a search for a better conditioned covariance matrix. In this technique
the covariance matrix will always be a 2 × 2 matrix, therefore we first assemble a matrix
B with two columns, each column containing values corresponding to an interval of K
channels (elements in the domain) in the lines. A covariance matriz A is writen as
A = BT •B.

Instances are described in the table below:

Table 1: instances

instance compound sum

1 salt oil + gas + water + background

2 oil sal + gas + water + background

3 water salt + oil + gas + background

4 gas salt + oil + water +background

5 water oil + gas + background

6 gas water + oil + background

7 oil gas+water+background

8 water gas + background

9 gas water + background

An alternative way of reducing the condition number of the covariance matrix is to es-
tablish a different basis for expressing the solutions. It is a standard procedure to use
the canonical basis, but the system Ax̂ = b can be interpreted as the vector b having
x̂ as its set of coordinates with respect to A’s columns, if these columns are linearly
independent. The condition number can get higher as these columns become closer to
being linearly dependent. One form of diminishing the condition number of the coefficient
matrix is to convert the basis into an orthogonal or orthonormal one. For that, the Gram
Schmidt (G.S.) method applied to A’s columns can be used. In this case, we may write:
M = A •G, where G changes A’s columns basis into its G.S. orthogonal version: the
columns of M. Therefore: A = M •G−1, and the system becomes: M •G−1 • x̂ = b.
Then we may solve: M • y = b, obtaining x̂ as x̂ = G • y. This expression prevents us
from having to solve a badly conditioned system of equations. Since the condition number
satisfies the matrix norm consistency property: ‖ C•D ‖ 6 ‖ C ‖ • ‖ D ‖, for matrices C
e D; we have: ‖ A ‖≤‖M ‖ • ‖ G−1 ‖. If M’s columns form an orthonormal basis then
‖M ‖= 1, which amounts to a QR factorization. The bad conditioning is transferred to
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the basis conversion matrix G−1, which is used only for a mere multiplication as opposed
to a system solve, for which M is used. In our experiments we use this orthogonal basis
converter to further reduce the condition number.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. GRASP

In this work the heuristic to be employed is the Greedy Adaptative Randomized Search
Procedures (GRASP-[2],[3].[7]) to select some of these frequency channels and a conse-
quent partitioning of the spectrum.

In the Algorithm 1, entries M, T, Max, Num, Obj are, respectively, the matrix con-
sisting of the m constituents values for each of the n channels, list size to be built in the
Algorithm, maximum number of iterations, desired value for the condition number of the
matrix built during the code.

On lines 9, 10 and 11 the following functions are called: intervals, proportion and
numCanInt, briefly described in next section, returning the structures estInt, estPro
and numCan. The structure estInt determines how many intervals there are in the
global data, by detecting the channels that bound the spectra supports, i.e., the channels
that establish the point in a spectrum from which the corresponding constituent values
go to zero. The structure estPro determines the percentage fraction of the number of
channels in each interval. The variable numCan is used to calculate how many channels
are used in each of the intervals determined by estInt, for a given estPro and random
number num, entered as parameters in the call of GRASP.

Line 13 and 14, a solution is built from the global solution space. Lines 23 to 28, the
solution built on Line 14 will be subject to a search in the vicinity. If the result of the
search is better than some of these solutions in the list, then this result is inserted in it,
inserting it in the solution and removing the one that has worse fitness value and is most
similar to the search result.

Algorithm 1 GRASP

1: procedure GRASP
2: Input :
3: M, T, Max, Num, Obj
4: Output :
5: resulGrasp
6: Method :
7: menCond ← inf
8: maxCond ← 0
9: estInt ← intervals(M)

10: estPro ← proportion(M)
11: numCan ← numCanInt
12: while {Obj is not reached or the Max number of iterations is not performed} do
13: while {constructed solution is not different from other} do
14: Construc new solution d with Num channels(‘Matrix Builder’)

15: if {current iteration < T} then
16: assign new solution d to a position in the list
17: x ← condition number of the built solution
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18: if {x < menCond} then
19: resulGrasp ← d
20: menCond ← x
21: if {x > maxCond} then
22: maxCond ← x
23: else
24: e ← search in the vicinity of d(local search)
25: if {condition number of e < maxCond } then
26: insert e in the list by removing the element of more fitness and that is similar to the current solution
27: if {condition numberof e < menCond } then
28: resulGrasp ← e

3.2. division

It can be observed that the constituents spectral support limits are distinct, and the
routine intervals takes advantage of this in keeping their linear independence. In other
words, a partition division is set at channels where a constituent spectral value is null,
which ends up defining four heterogeneous partitions in this case. The intervals selection
takes the amount of channels from each partition as to maintain a fixed proportion with
respect to its partition size. (routine proportion).

A routine called ‘Matrix Builder’ takes as arguments the interval proportion, and the
partitions, and returns the corresponding covariance matrix for each random selection of
intervals.

3.3. local search

The input data in code 2 is: estConst : built in the current interaction GRASP solution;
T : size of list to be used in local search; Iter : maximum number of local search iterations
to be applied; estInt : data structure that determines which channels are inserted in each
of the intervals of the 2048 original channels; M : matrix containing the spectral counts
for all compounds in 2048 channels; numCanInt : data structure containing channels in
each of the intervals, given a subset of channels Num called in GRASP.

Algorithm 2 Local Search

1: procedure Local Search
2: Input :
3: estConst,T, Iter, estInt,M,numCanInt
4: Output :
5: resulBusca
6: Method :
7: current solution ← estConst
8: cond ← conditioning of the current solution
9: initialize ther list with size T

10: while {list is not empty} do
11: count ← 0
12: initialize the list
13: position in the list ← 1
14: while {position in the list 6 T and count 6 Iter} do
15: cop ← current channels solution
16: c ← randomly choose channel
17: check that c, in cop, in their proper partition
18: use M and cop for build the matrix of spectral counting
19: Calculate the covariance matrix Mespec and your conditioning number numb
20: insert into list the current solution
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21: count← count + 1

22: if {the list is not empty} then
23: Randomly choose a solution and make it become the current solution

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The experimental arrangement can be found in [11].

In the configuration of the experiments, five libraries (water, oil, salt, gas, background)
spectral counting were, used in the study of samples from oil wells. Characterization of
produced water samples is a crucial part of the subsea process and production optimization
and monitoring.

Of the total available (2048) channels, it was established the use of intervals with 100
channels each, considering the order of magnitude of the total and the partition sizes
obtained.

Table 2 displays the results wich are compared with the present values in [1].

Table 2: Results. The column labeled with “goal” presents the condition
number obtained by Meric et al [11]; the “achieved” column presents the

final condition number obtained by our method over the original covariance
matrix in each instance; the “Basis change” column presents the condition

numbers of the Gram Schmidt basis changing matrices and “orthogonalized”
column shows the condition numbers of the orthogonalized covariance

matrices. In “Gain 1”, the percentage gain of the values obtained
(“Achieved”) in relation to the objectives (“Goal”). In column 7, the

percentage gain of orthogonalized values (“Orthogonalized”) with respect to
the objectives (“Goal”).

Instance Goal Achieved Basis Change Orthogonalized Gain 1 Gain 2

1 3.09 3.03 1.16 2.95 1.9% 4.5%

2 21.82 29.85 32.61 1.09 -36% 95%

3 50.62 67.09 79.99 1.19 -32% 97%

4 34.58 30.71 104.87 3.82 11% 88%

5 47 17.65 27.15 1.62 62% 96%

6 35.1 13.47 14.54 1.09 61% 96%

7 21.6 10.81 10.81 1.00 49% 95%

8 18 15.03 18.80 1.29 16% 92%

9 12.5 8.34 15.40 2.37 33% 81%

For some instances, the objective was achieved only in the construction process (Instances
1,4, 6, 9). Other instances, in the first iteration of GRASP, can already get a satisfactory
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solution, as the instances 5, 7.8 . Instances 2 and 3 reached all possible iterations allowed
for GRASP, but failed to achieve the goal despite the normalized covariance matrix cor-
responding value having a number of very low fitness. The normalized covariance matrix
can be used to solve the system of equations, since the matrix used for their manufacture
is used to return the coefficient of the orthogonalized basis to the compounds canonical
basis.

A more detailed study is presented for instances numbers two and three. Figure 1 shows
the progress of the covariance matrix condition number as the GRASP advances in each
stage. Starting with the construction process.

For each solution found it is computed the condition number of the following matrices: the
covariance matrix, the covariance matrix’s orthogonal version, and the basis conversion
matrix. Randomness is visible in the construction of the solutions. It is clear, also, the
wide range in which the condition numbers lie. At this point we can justify the use
of heuristics in order to achieve satisfactory solutions. It is important to mention that
the covariance matrix condition number (Figure 1(a) and 1(b)) has its values abruptly
reduced to be orthogonalized by the Gram-Schmidt process (Figure 1(c) and 1(d)). The
basis conversion matrices have the highest condition number values (Figure 1(e) and 1(f)).

The results of the search for a better response from the randomly built solution are de-
scribed in Figure 2 for instances of oil and water. Graphs of local search are described for
three different calls. Just as what happened in the construction process of the solutions,
the condition numbers of orthogonal covariance matrices (Figure 2(c) and 2(d)) showed
the best values over the condition number of the covariance matrices (Figure 2(a) and
2(b)) and base conversion matrices (Figure 2(e) and 2(f)). Local search contributes sig-
nificantly to the reduction of the condition number from the matrix built in algorithm
called “constructive”.

It is also possible to show the results in a decreasing tendency in condition numbers
for five-dimension arrays (Figure 3). Here, a detailed view of all stages of GRASP was
avoided due to space limits, but in Figure 3 we show the outputs for 300 iterations of
the main algorithm. Here, the constructed matrix consists of compounds vectors. For a
vector, a coordinate consists of the sum of spectral counting on 5 consecutive channels
for a particular compound.
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(a) Covariance matrix. Instance 2 (b) Covariance matrix. Instance 3

(c) Orthogonal covariance matrices. Instance 2 (d) Orthogonal covariance matrices. Instance 3

(e) Basis change matrix. Instance 2 (f) Basis change matrix. Instance 3

Figure 1: Conditioning numbers of arrays in the building process solutions.
In figure 1(a) and 1(b) are shown the condition number of covariance

matrices; In figure 1(c) and 1(d) are displayed the orthogonalized condition
numbers of 1(a) and 1(b); and in 1(e) and 1(f), the condition numbers of the

basis conversion matrix
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(a) Covariande matrix. Instance 2 (b) Covariance matrix. Instance 3

(c) Orthogonal covariance matrices. Instance 2 (d) Orthogonal covariance matrices. Instance 3

(e) Basis conversion matrix. Instance 2 (f) Basis conversion matrix. Instance 3

Figure 2: Conditioning numbers of arrays in the Local Search process
solutions. In figure 1(a) and 1(b) are shown the condition number of

covariance matrices; In figure 1(c) and 1(d) are displayed the orthogonalized
condition numbers of 1(a) and 1(b); and in 1(e) and 1(f), the condition

numbers of the basis conversion matrix
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Figure 3: GRASP outputs for 300 iterations for five-dimension arrays

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have introduced two strategies to attack the covariance matrix’s bad
conditioning in the problem of prompt-gamma elemental analysis, inserted in the MCLLS
method: the spectrum partitioning and the channels selection through an optimization
heuristics (GRASP). The condition number reduction so obtained is higher than the
previous work’s. Among the instances chosen to be worked, for a total of nine, only two
of them had greater difficulties in achieving the desired goals. Instances that have not
had the goals achieved during the construction phase of GRASP managed to do that in
the first or second iteration of the algorithm.

It was revealed during the process of the solutions construction of the bodies 2 and 3, they
are totally random, thus presenting no bias for building them. The amount of channels
in each interval obeys the same proportion presented by the original data.

The local search process has proven to be one of the most effective in improving the solu-
tions from the construction process. The covariance matrix’s condition number decreased
by an order of magnitude of about 10.
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